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JFLL/CS/SE/2020-2021/33        Date: 31.01.2022 

To, 
Listing Department,      Listing Operations Department, 
National Stock Exchange of India Limited,  BSE Limited, 
Exchange Plaza, Bandra Kurla Complex,   P.J. Towers, Dalal Street,   
Bandra East, Mumbai-400051.    Mumbai – 400 001. 
NSE Trading Symbol: JETFREIGHT   BSE Scrip Code: 543420 
 
ISIN: INE982V01017 

Subject: Press Release- Jet Freight Logistics Ltd. commences Electric Vehicle for Last-mile 
deliveries with Jet Freight Express Pvt Ltd. 

 
Dear Sir/ Madam, 

Pursuant to Regulation 30 of SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 
2015, enclosed herewith is a press release issued by the Company on the captioned subject, the 
content of which is self-explanatory. 

This is for the information of the exchange and the members. 
 

Kindly take it on your records. 

 
Thanks & Regards, 
For Jet Freight Logistics Limited 
 
 
 
Shraddha Mehta 
Company Secretary & Compliance Officer 
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Jet Freight commences Electric Vehicle for Last-mile deliveries with 
Jet Freight Express 

Jet Freight Logistics Ltd focuses on sustainable hyperlocal and intracity logistics,  
micro fulfillment and warehousing solutions with Jet Freight Express Pvt Ltd (JETXPS) 

 
India, 31st Jan, 2022: Jet Freight, one of India’s leading freight forwarders, has continued to lead the logistics 
category with technical innovation. In a bid to reduce overall carbon footprint, Jet Freight’s wholly-owned 
subsidiary, Jet Freight Express Private Limited (JETXPS), began operations of its last-mile delivery via 
Electric Vehicle in their latest exclusive contract with several e-Commerce Companies. Jet Freight plans to 
include more electric vehicles to serve multinational companies as part of a global effort to make cargo 
transportation more sustainable and environmentally friendly. 
 
Today’s generation of consumers demands fast deliveries and Jet Freight is counting on the JETXPS team to 
help our partners in this endeavor. The company is keen to be taking a forward step in reducing our carbon 
footprint while fulfilling our logistics obligations and integrating our logistics services to the front door of 
the client’s warehouse.  
 
According to Richard Theknath, Chairman and Managing Director, Jet Freight, “We are excited to see 
JETXPS taking the environment-friendly route and sparking investor interest in the EV space. The company 
currently has added electric two-wheelers and serves across Mumbai and Pune, he added. With the current 
prototype and positive scalability, we plan to provide delivery services via Electric Vehicle motivating multi-
varied sectors for opting ozone-friendly approach. 
 
JETXPS is quickly gaining prominence as a domestic and hyperlocal service arm of Jet Freight, which provides 
inter-city logistics, micro-fulfillment, and warehousing solutions to e-commerce and retail businesses. 
JETXPS has successfully acquired food-delivery, pharma, grocery, and other B2B clients for its last-mile 
delivery solutions. With over 13 regional presence across the country, JETXPS will be empowered to 
integrate its logistic efforts for superior last-mile delivery solutions and provide seamless and environment-
friendly deliveries for its partners.  
 

About Jet Freight: 

Established in 1986, as a sole proprietorship by the founder Chairman, Late Mr. Francis Joseph Theknath 
with a vision to be the front-runner in the logistic industry, Jet Freight is one of the leading freight forwarders 
today, offering complete technology-enabled logistics solutions. They offer a wide variety of services to our 
clients, managing over 150 tonnes of air cargo daily with all the leading global airlines and specialize in 
perishable, time-sensitive, and general cargo, while being a known name in the market for customs clearance, 
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logistics solutions, shipment of hazardous cargo, and ODC consignments. They have a strong presence in 10+ 
cities in India and cater to over 200 countries in the world with wholly-owned subsidiaries in Dubai and 
Netherlands having state-of-art technology that supports round-the-clock operational processes for 
enhanced efficiency and quicker response rates. Their infrastructure is well-equipped with advanced 
technological enhancements to handle sensitive daily shipments under tight time schedules.  

For media queries, please contact: Kunal Gupta; +9198333 91790; kunal.gupta@sgapl.net 
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